Group 1
Act 1 
Characters: 
3 Norwegian girls:  Caroline, Alicia, Sofie
1 Norwegian boy:  Jérôme 
1 flight: Stefania 
1 host: Stefania
1 father: Bjorn 
Properties:  4 chairs, something round to use as a window, suitcase, backpack, big cot. 
 
Caroline: It looks like the moon!
Sofie: Yeah, you’re right and there are no trees!
Alicia: O look I think it’s a glacier! 
Caroline: No, I think it’s a volcano.
(The plane isabout to land in) 
Stefania: please fasten your seatbelts. 
Sofie: What is that?
Stefania: it’s just a glacier.
(Moment of silence)
(The plane lands and everyone claps) 
(They walk off the plane) 
(They meet the host and the father)
Stefania: Hello, I am Stefania.
Bjorn: Hello, I am Bjorn the father.
 
(The other students says hello)
(Bjorn and Stefania whisper to each other) 
Stefania: My father doesn’t speak English, so he said that we should go to the car. 
(They go to the car) 
 
Act 2
Characters: 
3 Norwegian girls: Caroline, Alicia, Sofie  
1 host: Stefania 
1 teacher: Andrea 
1 French student: Jerome 
1 Spanish student: Bjorn- Alejandro 
Properties: 
(Caroline and Sofie are talking to each other and then Alicia comes to join)
Caroline: Hello Alicia! (Gives Alicia a hug) 
Sofie: Hello (gives Alicia a hug)
Caroline: How is it to stay at Magnus’s place?
Alicia: He is really nice but it’s awkward since we don’t know each other , and we don’t know what to talk about. 
Sofie: We understand, but is the family nice? 
Alicia: The family is really nice.
(The teacher comes over)
Teacher: Hello, now we are going to split you up in international groups. 
Sofie: no! We don’t want to split up. 
 Teacher:  But you have to. Alicia you are going with Stefania, Caroline you are going with Jerome and Sofie with Alejandro. 
(The students join their groups)
Teacher: Now you are going to get to know each other, so you are going to start with telling about yourself.   
 
Act 3
 
Characters:
3 Norwegian girls: Sofie, Caroline, Alicia.
1 Norwegian: Jerome.
1 host :Stefania.
The guide: Andrea.
 
Properties:
Citymap, cameras, backpacks.
 
The students, the host and the teachers are doing the sightseeing on the geyser.
(They are walking)
Caroline: Woow! I haven´t seen it before.
Sofie: It´s really amazing! 
The geyser blows out.
 Alicia and Stefania are taking photos.
Alicia gets close to the Geyser, the rest seems worried.
Stefania (shouts): Be careful! Are you crazy or what?
Suddenly Jerome gets closer, falls and gets his leg in the water really quickly.
Jerome (screams): Oh my god! I am SO warm right now!
Someone runs to the bus and gets some water which they are taking over him. 
He is just fine, and they are taking him to the bus.
The rest of the students are finishing the sightseeing. 
The guide says: Oh! This ends here, I hope you´ve enjoyed it!
 
 
Act 4
Characters: Stefanía= host, Björn= father,Sofie= norwegian girl, Caroline= norwegian girl , Jerome= Student.
Properties:  Computer, two chairs, table, Skyr, shopping bags.
*Stefanía and Jerome are about to go to the shop/supermarket and are saying good bye . Sofie and Caroline are nervous to be home alone with the father because it is going to be awkward. 
Stefanía: Jerome , let‘s go , we have to hurry , we are going to miss the bus.
Jerome: Yeah, I’m coming
Sofie: It‘s going to be awkward.
Caroline: Yes I wonder how it is going to go.
Björn is walking in slowly wondering what to say  
Björn: Hey
Girls : hey 
Björn : Are you .. ‚svangar‘? 
Girls feel  awkward : What’s svangar ? 
Björn tries to use body language to show them what svangur is and uses google translater on the computer to show them.
Caroline: He’s asking us if we are hungry
Sofie: Yes I’m hungry,, can we have Skur .. Skyr what’s it called ? (strange face )
Björn : Skyr Já já já ..  yes yes  
Björn gives them Skyr.  And they are happy
 
Act 5
Characters:      
Host: Stefanía – 
Norwegian girls :  Caroline, Sofie, Alicia
 Father : Bjorn
Properties: Suitcases, 
At the airport saying good bye (drama scene)
 4 chairs as the plane and a car 
 (They step out of the car and take their suitcase)
Stefanía runs round the car to the girls and hugs them 
Caroline: I don’t want to go. It’s so much fun here .. 
Stefanía : I want to go with you to Norway ..
(Everybody starts to cry)
The girls see a homeless man and feel sorry for him because he looks sad . They look back and forth at echo her and homeless guy .
The Norwegian girls start hugging a homeless man and suddenly he is happy.
They go and hug björn .. and he is surprised .. 
Sofie : my number Is 917987237 you can call me any time and there’s always facebook..
Björn : I will miss you Stefanía .. 
They hug the father . 
And step into the plane and wave.  They start talking and then fall asleep on the plane..  



